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INDUSTRY EXPERTS

TESDA RO/PO/TI

**Industry Partner/Association**
- Recommend priority sectors and qualifications
- Deliberate on priority sectors and qualifications
- Endorse TR

**Direction Setting Committee of the TESDA Board**
- Deliberate on priority sectors and qualifications
- Promulgate priority sector & qualifications for development
- Deliberate TR
- Endorse TR to TESDA Board ExCom

**Standards Setting and Systems Development Committee of the TESDA Board**
- Promulgate priority sector & qualifications for development
- Orient experts on training regulations (TR) development
- ExCom Endorse TR to TESDA Board for promulgation

**TESDA Central Office (QSO, NITESD)**
- Organize technical advisory/experts panel
- Package draft training regulations (TR)
- Finalize TR
- Develop assessment tools and assessment fees

**INDUSTRY EXPERTS**
- Formulate competency standards
- Package draft training regulations (TR)
- Finalize TR
- Develop assessment tools and assessment fees

**TESDA RO/PO/TI**
- Validate CS

---

**Training Regulations Development Process**

**TR FLOW**

1. **ExCom Endorse TR to TESDA Board for promulgation**
2. **Promulgate TR**
3. **Disseminate TR**
4. **Adopt TR**
5. **Gather feedback**
6. **Review & update TR**
7. **Finalize TR**
Area-Based and Demand-Driven TVET Programs

MAJOR PROCESSES

INDUSTRY SCANNING

SKILLS MAPPING

CS AND CBC DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM REGISTRATION

COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT AND CERTIFICATION

Partnership Building with Industry
Development/Review of Competency Standards/Training Regulations (CS/TR) with Partner Industries

Development of CS on Sonar Fishing Operation Level III with Mega Sardines

Review of TR on Rubber Production NC II with Platinum Rubber Development Incorporated (PRDI)

Development of CS on Coffee Production Level II and Coffee Nursery Operation Level II with Nestle

Review of TR on Automotive Servicing NC II with Chamber of Automotive Manufacturers of the Philippines, Inc. (CAMPI)
THANK YOU!
AND
STAY SAFE!